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About This Game

Kitty Powers’ Matchmaker is a hilarious dating simulator with a difference. Manage your own matchmaking agency with the
guidance of your fabulous boss, drag queen diva Kitty Powers! Match an endless parade of desperate clients with candidates

from Kitty’s little black book and guide them through awkward conversations and dozens of perilous dating dilemmas.

As your reputation grows you’ll unlock new date venues, more demanding clientele and upgrades for your agency. Send your
hopefuls out with the right look and perfect gift to maximise their chance of finding love.
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Are you ready to bring romance to the world? Or will you leave a sea of broken hearts in your wake?

Features

Match up procedurally-generated clients based on interests, personality, appearance and income.

Combine research, skill and a bit of luck to guide clients through a huge assortment of challenging dates on the path to a
happy ending!

Upgrade and expand your agency with a salon, gift shop and more to attract the most discerning daters and bigger
rewards.

Enjoy the naughty wit and audacious ‘advice’ of Kitty Powers with new voice overs for the PC version!
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Title: Kitty Powers' Matchmaker
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Magic Notion Ltd
Publisher:
Magic Notion Ltd
Release Date: 22 Apr, 2015
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Matchmaker version 1.15.4 Update!:
Matchmaker version 1.15.4
---
- When the maximum amount of couples that can be exported into Love Life has been reached, a list of existing codes will be
shown instead of an error message. The player can either use one of their existing codes, or clear their list of exported couples in
order to export a new couple to Love Life.

Enjoy kittens!. Version 1.1 Update - Letterbox fixed, Pink Hair for Men!:
Hello kittens!

We've just gone live with the version 1.1. update with the following new things:

- major middleware update to Unity 5
- Fixed some errors in dialogue.
- Fixed bugs with the online highscore table.
- Fixed bug with the display of daily coin bonuses.
- Potential fix for mail screen overlay bug.
- Glam men can now have pink hair!

We are aware that a small minority of users may have issues starting the game. This is due to the minimum specs for Unity
games changing slightly.

- On PC, Windows XP or higher is required
- On Mac, OSX 10.7 or higher is required

If you do have this issue please contact us straight away via our website ( www.magicnotion.com/contact ) for the workaround
which will allow you to continue playing.

If you have any issues, as always contact us and we will be happy to help.

Rich :-). v1.04 - Friends List issues fixed! :-):
Hi Everybody!

We have just released v1.04 which should take care of all the issues players have been having with friends list not appearing, or
loading very slowly.

Your friends avatars should also start appearing more frequently in your agency too! :-)

Thank you all for your patience, and an extra special thanks to our beta testers who we wouldn't have been able to do this
without!!!

You may have to restart Steam for the update to download automatically.
Steam may also ask you to install an additional plugin, which the game requires.

If anyone is still having issues, please get in touch via our website:
http://www.magicnotion.com/contact

Thanks again!. New Collectibles!:
Hello kittens!

As a bit of fun we asked our talented friend Dan Emmerson (he worked on the adventure game 'Bertram Fiddle') to create his
idea of what Kitty Powers' would look like as an old school point and click adventure!
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We were so pleased with the result that we turned it into 5 new emoticons and a profile background for you to collect!

Keep an eye out for it on our Facebook page too! https://www.facebook.com/KittyPowersMatchmaker

Enjoy!

- Rich :-). Version 1.06 now live!:
Hello kittens!

The eagerly awaited update is now live! It's been quite a challenge this update as we wanted to make sure that this one addressed
as many of your issues and feedback as possible, and of course changes mean more bugs that need fixing.

In any case, we are confident that this one is great and you'll appreciate the changes!

Changes include:

- Clicking hair or eye colour icons displays a popup showing text for them so they can be compared.
- Hair colours appear in the salon previews
- Personality icons appear on the fruit machine and in certain mini-games when unlocked.
- Updated some food menu items.
- Fixed bugs with dialogue.
- Fixed bug where loading screen would flicker when being recorded by video capturing software.
- Fixed a bug with the Wheel of Fortune where it would report the result and give different feedback.
- Fixed "Go Forth and Multiply" achievement unlock.
- Fixed bug when highlighting matching bad habits and guilty pleasures in the character bio.
- Stopped duplicate characters appearing in the candidate database.
- Chocolate box mini-game updated with a skill component. Minesweeper logic used to determine nearby chocolates.
- Fixed bug with back button not appearing after receiving weekly coin bonus.
- Friends list numbering fixed and duplicate player entry removed
- Steam daily and weekly leaderboard letters fixed
- Type changing bug after changing a clients hair or clothes in the salon
- Squishing the spider in the spider game is now fixed
- Incorrect achievements being awarded for tipping the waiter
- Tipping the waiter in the Thai, Australian and South African restaurants are now saved

As always, let us know if you see anything untoward ;-)

- Rich. Magic Notion 3rd Birthday - MATCHMAKER UPDATE 1.12:
Hello kittens, we hope you're all over the shock of having to go back to school/work/real life!

We've had a busy few weeks working on a secret project which we'll be revealing soon, but we've also taken the time to take a
look at some of the issues you've been seeing in Matchmaker.

Because it's our birthday, we decided to make some feature improvements that the community have suggested!

- Redesigned the salon.
- Players can now definitively select the style of clothes/facial decor
- Players can now select the hair colour rather than randomly generating them
- Character 'type' can be revealed for candidates by spending coins. This happens once the second type is unlocked
- Envelopes on restaurant select screen shuffle slower when there are more of them. As the number of envelopes increases the
speed slows slightly to compensate
- Changed the spelling of some menu items.
- Items in the shop are sorted by unlock order.
- Other bug fixes.
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We hope you enjoy the new improvements. We certainly like them!

And the best news of all is that the update is available RIGHT NOW!. Version 1.09 - a couple of fixes:
Hi everyone,

we've just published an update with a couple of fixes in it.

- A fix for the game crashing when you've prestiged and you try to update your avatar

- A *potential* fix for the letterbox squishing all your letters on top of each other.

If you've had the letterbox bug, please let us know if this update helps as it's hard to repro ourselves as we don't see it happening.

Thanks!

Rich
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